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P38 and JNK have opposing effects on persistence
of in vivo leukocyte migration in zebrafish
Harriet B Taylor1,6, Juliane Liepe2,6, Charlotte Barthen1, Laurence Bugeon1, Maxime Huvet2, Paul DW Kirk2,3,
Simon B Brown4, Jonathan R Lamb1, Michael PH Stumpf2,3,5 and Margaret J Dallman1,5
The recruitment and migration of macrophages and neutrophils is an important process during the early stages of the innate
immune system in response to acute injury. Transgenic pu.1:EGFP zebrafish permit the acquisition of leukocyte migration
trajectories during inflammation. Currently, these high-quality live-imaging data are mainly analysed using general statistics, for
example, cell velocity. Here, we present a spatio-temporal analysis of the cell dynamics using transition matrices, which provide
information of the type of cell migration. We find evidence that leukocytes exhibit types of migratory behaviour, which differ
from previously described random walk processes. Dimethyl sulfoxide treatment decreased the level of persistence at early time
points after wounding and ablated temporal dependencies observed in untreated embryos. We then use pharmacological
inhibition of p38 and c-Jun N-terminal kinase mitogen-activated protein kinases to determine their effects on in vivo leukocyte
migration patterns and discuss how they modify the characteristics of the cell migration process. In particular, we find that
their respective inhibition leads to decreased and increased levels of persistent motion in leukocytes following wounding. This
example shows the high level of information content, which can be gained from live-imaging data if appropriate statistical tools
are used.
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Developments in the field of live imaging of single-cell migration have
enabled us to observe cellular processes and their temporal evolution
at unprecedented detail. It is now possible to image the rich diversity
of cellular dynamics inside living organisms. In this study, we examine
the behaviour of leukocyte dynamics in zebrafish embryos in response
to injury. The zebrafish, which has long been an important model
system in developmental biology, has also become an attractive
model in which to study inflammation and the immune system.
Analyses in zebrafish allow in vivo imaging of immune processes to be
combined with molecular studies that target signalling processes
regulating leukocyte migration.
The innate immune system of zebrafish closely resembles that of
mammals and is fully competent at early embryological stages before
the emergence of lymphocytes. For the first few weeks of their
life zebrafish embryos rely solely on their innate immune system as
the adaptive system becomes functional 4 weeks after fertilization.
Here, we focus on the spatio-temporal response of myeloid cells in
zebrafish following surgical injury to the tail fin. Several studies have
demonstrated that injury in zebrafish embryos results in the migra-
tion of leukocytes to the site of tissue damage.1–5 Although the
migration is dependent in part on a hydrogen peroxide gradient
produced at the injury margin,6 clearly other signals also contribute to
the decision making that results in cell migration.
What becomes apparent from these studies of leukocyte recruit-
ment in zebrafish embryos is that cells exhibit a panoply of different
types of migratory behaviours. These behaviours will be influenced by
the time since and distance from the wound site. Here, our aim is to
capture and rationalize this richness in immune cell chemotaxis. The
simple statistics, such as the number of recruited cells, the velocity, the
mean square displacement or the straightness index, that are often
used to analyse these trajectory data do not capture the whole
information content of such rich data.7–10
Random walks have been used to model animal movement and cell
migration.11 They are often described as uncorrelated random walks
with diffusion12 or Le´vy flights,13,14 which are isotopic random walks
with characteristic distributions of the step length (for example,
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Brownian motion (BM) vs Le´vy flights). Another possibility is to
model the change in direction rather than considering the step length,
which leads to the analysis of isotopic vs non-isotopic random walks.
In this context, it was recently reported that living mammary
epithelial cells in a tissue display a bimodal persistent random walk
(PRW).15 Here, we use automatic image analysis to capture and
analyse a sufficiently large number of leukocyte trajectories in
wounded zebrafish embryos to obtain reliable statistical
interpretations of the leukocyte recruitment and migration under
different conditions.
The discovery of selective ATP-competitive inhibitors made it
possible to dissect the individual roles of the c-Jun N-terminal kinase
(JNK) and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK) families.
The anthrapyrazolone SP600125 is now widely used as an inhibitor of
JNK signalling16 and SB203580, a pyridinyl imidazole is commonly
used to inhibit p38 MAPK-dependent signalling.17 These inhibitors
are useful tools to study the function of these protein kinases in cell
signalling and other physiological processes. For instance, it has
recently been shown that the JNK inhibitor SP600125, but not the p38
inhibitor SB203580 has an important role in the recruitment of
tissue-resident primitive macrophages to the site of acute injury
induced by tail transection.18
To investigate the diverse dynamics of leukocyte migration, we
apply transition matrices as a novel statistical approach to analyse
in vivo trajectories of migrating cells. A transition matrix is used to
describe the transition, in this case cell movement, from one state to
another. Transition matrices have been previously used to define and
model different types of random walks.19 Here, we use transition
matrices as a data analysis tool to analyse leukocyte migration data
produced in zebrafish injured and treated with pharmacological
inhibitors of signalling proteins. This allows us to study how
different molecular components can modulate the immune
response by influencing the migratory behaviour of leukocytes. In
addition to the analysis described, we show that migration behaviours
are dependent on space and time. Our approach can be applied to
analyse any kind of biological trajectory.
RESULTS
Cell tracking in live zebrafish embryos and acquisition of trajectory
information
An automated cell tracking system was developed to analyse leukocyte
recruitment at the single-cell level from trajectory data produced by
time-lapse imaging. Trajectories were analysed mathematically to
produce detailed information about leukocyte migration. The inhibi-
tion of MAPK proteins, known to have a role in leukocyte migration,
altered migration behaviour as determined by our new statistical
approach. Transgenic pu.1:EGFP zebrafish embryos were used to
acquire the in vivo experimental data we presented.20 PU.1 is myeloid
cell selective allowing investigation of the migratory behaviour of a
heterogeneous population of myelomonocytes. Time-lapse imaging of
pu.1:EGFP transgenic zebrafish embryos was performed to record the
recruitment of pu.1:EGFPþ leukocytes to an injury produced by tail
transection (Figure 1a). The data acquired were processed and
normalized using the automated cell tracking system to produce
information on the trajectories of individual cells migrating in
response to injury. Our protocol took into account typical tracking
errors, recently reviewed by Beltman et al.,21 and controled for their
effects, resulting in reliable trajectory data. The automated cell
tracking system acquired cell shape and cell movement information
that allowed the generation of image sequences documenting change
in cell shape and trajectory over time (Figure 1b). The distance and
direction in which a cell moves between frames, that is, the motion
vector, was determined; the angle between consecutive motion vectors
was calculated and was used to test individual trajectories for different
random walk behaviours. The angle between each motion vector of an
observed trajectory and the negative y axis was computed and
compared with the observed b in the next step (Figure 1c).
Influence of MAPK signalling on leukocyte trajectories
MAPK pathways are known to have important roles in leukocyte
migration.22 JNK but not p38 MAPK has been shown to influence the
number of macrophages and neutrophils recruited to an injury in
zebrafish.18 However, the role MAPKs have in modulating leukocyte
migration dynamics is poorly understood. We compared different
characteristics of cell migration trajectories extracted from zebrafish
embryos treated with the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB203580, the JNK
inhibitor SP600125 (both soluble in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO))
with DMSO-control-treated embryos. We also acquired recruitment
data from untreated embryos to determine the effect of DMSO alone
on leukocyte migration, as DMSO is known to have modulatory
effects on inflammatory processes.
We analysed trajectory information produced by two common
methods of quantifying cell migration behaviour. Of the treatment
groups analysed, only the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB203580 had a
significant effect, that is, an increase in velocity and straightness index
when compared with untreated fish (Supplementary Figure 1 and
Supplementary Movie 1).
Analysis of cell migration dynamics using transition matrices
Leukocyte migration dynamics exhibit diverse types of behaviour that
are affected by a multitude of factors. These patterns are only poorly
described by simple statistics; computing the average straightness index
or velocity across a whole population of cells can only give coarse
insights into cell migration behaviour and how this differs as conditions
are changed. Here, we aim to capture more subtle and nuanced changes
in the migration behaviour over time and space. We therefore
developed the application of transition matrices, which can provide
more information and are better suited to elucidating mechanisms and
effects of leukocyte behaviour than simple statistics. We furthermore
considered how these transition matrices differed at a range of distances
from the wound site and at a range of times after injury.
Leukocyte migration in the presence and absence of a signal has been
described as a random walk,23–27 and we considered four different
random walk processes: (i) Brownian motion random walk (BM,
Supplementary Equation 1), where all transitions from a given state to
an other have equal probability, that is, a type of isotopic random walk;
(ii) biased random walk (BRW, Supplementary Equation 2) in which
the movement of a cell is influenced by drift into a specific direction;
(iii) persistent random walk (PRW, Supplementary Equation 3), where
the cell has a higher probability of keeping the direction from the
previous step than changing the direction; and (iv) biased persistent
random walk (BPRW, Supplementary Equation 4), where in addition
to the persistence a certain (absolute) direction of movement is
favoured.11,12 Our models do not consider the distribution of the
step length. Instead, we investigate whether and how the migration
deviates from a isotopic random walk, where all directions are equally
favoured. We transformed all the trajectories so that the zebrafish
notochord defines the y direction and the x direction is parallel to the
injury (see Materials and methods) and therefore the y axis was used as
a reference to determine whether a cell moves towards or away from
the injury, that is, the cell movement is biased in a certain direction and
is therefore directed.
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Next, we investigate which dynamical model dominated under the
different treatment groups in the real data. The investigated dynamical
models are continuous-time stochastic processes {at}, where at is the
angle between a motion vector and the negative y axis at time t
(Figure 1c). As we observe data only every 18 s, we need to discretize
the stochastic process {at} by sampling intervals of length l¼ 18 s and
therefore obtain {bt}, where bt¼ akl. We can now analyse the process
gk¼ i if bkA[pþ 2p/15(i1), pþ 2p/15i] for iA{1, y, 15} by
computing the probability matrix of transitions from step t to tþ 1 as
Ti,j¼ P(gt¼ 1, gtþ 1¼ j), where Ti,j is the (i,j)-th entry in T. Note that
this definition of the transition matrix differs from the widely used
form, which describes the conditional probability distribution. Here,
instead we compute the joint probability distribution. A b close to 0
describes a movement towards the injury, b40 and bo0 describes an
angle to the right and left side, respectively, and b close to (1801)
describes movement away from the injury. Figure 2a shows some of
the possible transitions using arrows to indicate motion vectors.
This approach distinguishes sets of migration patterns that are
based on the transition from a given state, in this case the angle
between a reference axis (notochord) and the leukocyte step (direc-
tion), into another (Figure 1a). We first used simulations to
determine the nature of transition matrices for different types of
migration behaviour (see Materials and methods).
Figure 2a illustrates the location on the matrix of a representative
selection of the step transitions that were captured by the transition
matrices. We used Monte Carlo simulations to generate trajectories
for each of the four types of random walk described above (Figure 2b)
to generate probability matrices for the four random walk models. We
Figure 1 The automated leukocyte tracking system enables statistical analysis. pu.1:EGFP zebrafish embryos were injured via tail transection (blue dashed
line). The blue-framed region was captured using time-lapse fluorescent microscopy resulting in image sequences with green fluorescent pu.1:EGFP-positive
cells. Each cell was detected automatically using edge detection and was described as an object with the coordinates of its centre. In addition, bright field
images were generated to normalize the data. In all generated movies the zebrafish was injured via tail transection, therefore the injury is located orthogonal
to the notochord. To allow the analysis of data that are extracted from different movies it was necessary to normalize them. The image resolution was
constant in all movies. Linear transformation of the trajectory data results into the new axes shown in red. The normalized data were used to track the cells
over time resulting in cell trajectories (blue lines). Scale bars are 100mm (a). Time-lapse bright field images overlaid with images of single pu.1:EGFP-
positive cell automatically detected (green cell) and tracked (blue trajectory line) produced by automated single-cell tracking system in a pu.1:EGFPþ
transgenic zebrafish embryo injured by tail transection at 5 days post fertilization (dpf) injured by tail transection. Time starts from 3-h post injury (h.p.w.)
and the images shown are at 36s intervals (original time gap between images used for data analysis was 18s) (b). A trajectory (blue) of a pu.1:EGFP-
positive cell (green) that was tested for random walk characteristics. Two motion vectors v1 and v2 (dark blue) with their projections onto the x axis and the
y axis (x1, y1 and x2, y2) were used to test for isotropy, which is achieved by calculating the angle between v1 and v2. If the BM random walk model holds,
the one-dimensional projections of the motion vectors onto the axes are Gaussian distributed (c).
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generated 100 sample paths of 20 steps for each random walk model,
to capture the characteristics of the extracted cell migration data,
which are also limited in number and length. We could clearly
distinguish the different patterns produced by the different types of
random walks from the resulting transition matrices (Figure 2c).
Simulated trajectories for BM produced transition matrices where
all transitions have equally high probability, that is, no overall pattern
is discernible. By contrast, simulated trajectories for a biased random
walk generated transition matrices with higher probability for the
transitions in the centre of the matrix, representing the bias towards
the injury, in this case. Trajectories simulated using a PRW produced
transition matrices with high probabilities of transitions along the
diagonal, where consecutive steps at time t and tþ 1 have very similar
directions, indicating persistence. Trajectories from a biased PRW
produced transition matrices with high probabilities of transitions
along the diagonal with highest probability in the centre of the matrix
(Figure 2c). We used these patterns as dictionaries to compare the
patterns produced in transition matrices generated from real experi-
mentally acquired trajectory data to determine the types of walk
demonstrated by real leukocytes over time and space and under
different treatment conditions.
The investigated models of random walks are stationary processes,
that is, their characteristics do not change in time or space. We next
investigate whether or not the observed migration process in zebrafish
embryos is stationary as well, in which case the properties of the
transition matrices do not change over time or space. It is important
to investigate whether stationarity is given, not only to gain insights
into the biological processes but also to understand whether simple
summary statistics are applicable or not.
Temporal dependence of leukocyte migration dynamics
We applied this transition matrix analysis to the dynamics of
leukocyte movement. Signals sensed by each leukocyte will change
over time dependent on the balance of pro-inflammatory and anti-
inflammatory/pro-resolution mediators.28,29 We might therefore have
expected the dynamics of leukocyte migration behaviour to change
over time, and we investigated this using experimentally extracted
trajectory information from live-imaging data to produce transition
matrices. We grouped extracted trajectories taken at a distance of
0–155mm from the wound from 3 to 14h.p.w. (hours post wounding)
into four equally distributed intervals (T1, 3.00–5.72 h.p.w., T2,
5.72–8.44 h.p.w., T3, 8.44–11.16 h.p.w. and T4, 11.16–14.00 h.p.w.,
Figure 3a) and computed the corresponding transition matrices for
each set of trajectories (the grouping was used to yield roughly
equivalent statistical power across all time-windows; the overall
picture emerging from this analysis is, however, robust to varying
the time-windows). Leukocytes from untreated zebrafish embryos
showed a PRW, as demonstrated by the high probability of transitions
along the diagonal. Over time this high probability along the diagonal
is reduced, indicating that the migration type is a nonstationary
process, where the level of persistence decreased with time.
Another measure of the level of persistence is the correlation time
of a trajectory. This is a measure of how long it takes until a cell
changes its direction. To compute the correlation time t, the
autocorrelation function of b (the angle between a motion vector
and the negative y axis) was computed. We define the time until this
function reaches zero (no correlation) as the correlation time.
Figure 3b shows the correlation time per time interval (T1–T4) after
injury. In an untreated zebrafish, the correlation time decreased from
60 s at T1 to 18 s at T4. This is in line with the reduction in
persistence demonstrated over time by the transition matrices.
Figure 2 Transition matrix as a tool to capture complex dynamics in cell
migration behaviours. A key to indicate the cell migration transitions
captured by the transition matrix (a). Red arrows indicate the first step,
followed by green arrows representing the consecutive step. The angles
provide the absolute orientation in the fish, where the negative y axis
(notochord) is used as a reference (a). Sample paths of the four described
random walk models: BM; BRW, biased random walk; PRW; BPRW, biased
persistence random walk. Initial conditions for numeric simulation: x¼0;
y¼ 10 (b). Probability matrices for transitions of b for the four random
walk models plotted as heat maps (blue, lowest probability; red, highest
probability). Matrices are computed from 100 trajectories over 50 time
units. The matrices show clearly distinctive patterns and can therefore be
used to distinguish between the different random walk types (c).
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The transition matrices for fish that underwent DMSO treatment
showed weak persistence, that is, somewhat lower probability along
the diagonal, in comparison with untreated fish (Figure 3a, second
row). A higher probability for transitions in the centre of the matrix
was observed, which showed a bias in the leukocyte movement
towards the injury site. The pattern of the transition matrices did not
change significantly over time, meaning that the temporal dependence
of the leukocyte behaviour was ablated in the presence of DMSO. The
correlation time for DMSO was also lower than in untreated, and did
not decrease over time (Figure 3b, second row). Treatment with
the p38 MAPK inhibitor SB203580 (dissolved in DMSO) restored the
persistence and the decrease in correlation time. In fact, it increased
the level of persistence compared with the untreated condition.
Inhibiting p38 restored the temporal dependencies. Compared with
untreated trajectories we observed a bias towards the injury site at
later time points in these trajectories. As this pattern is also present in
the DMSO control this is likely a DMSO effect.
Leukocytes exposed to the JNK inhibitor SP600125 (dissolved in
DMSO) exhibit correlation times comparable to DMSO only treated
zebrafish embryos at T1. At time T1, a moderate level of persistence
was observed similar to that seen in untreated fish (Figure 3a, fourth
row). In the presence of SP600125, the persistence decreased rapidly
over time following injury: at T1 there was a higher probability on the
diagonal of the matrix that was not seen at T2–4. Instead, high
probability was observed in the centre of the transition matrix,
meaning that there was bias towards the injury. The patterns in the
transition matrices observed in the SP600125-treated cells were
similar to the DMSO control over time, indicating that JNK
inhibition does not have a strong effect on migration behaviour
when analysed in this way.
In the untreated and DMSO-treated groups, we also observed an
increased probability along two further diagonals (in addition to the
high probability along the diagonal of the transition matrix). Such
transitions indicated a forward–backward movement along the same
Figure 3 Leukocyte dynamics change with time after injury. Transition matrices as heat maps for the four treatment groups are presented. Leukocyte
trajectories detected at the injury site (distance from injury between 0 and 300mm) were divided into four time intervals post injury T1–T4 (see legend) and
transition matrices plotted for each (a). We compute the average correlation time at each time interval (circles) with its bootstrap confidence interval of the
mean (error bars). Note that the scales differ in between the treatment groups (b). To explain the unexpected dynamical patterns that appear in some of the
transition matrix, we formulated two models, forward–backward random walk (c) and trafficking (d), to numerically simulate trajectories and compute their
transition matrices for comparison. Initial conditions for numeric simulation: x¼0; y¼ 10.
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axis. This had not been expected or previously been described; but
this behaviour can also be described in a Monte Carlo simulation
model (Figure 3c): in this scenario a leukocyte has a high probability
of keeping its direction or moving into the opposite direction in
consecutive steps. Changing direction along the x axis was observed
with low probability, that is, there was a low probability for cells to
move along the x axis parallel to the injury. This forward–backward
random walk was clearly apparent in untreated zebrafish and also the
DMSO alone group. Inhibiting p38 MAPK decreased this behaviour,
whereas inhibiting JNK removed this characteristic completely.
In both the DMSO and JNK inhibitor-treated groups a high
probability in a further four positions of the matrix (Figure 3a, fourth
row) was observed. These four areas on the matrix represent move-
ment where the first step is towards the injury and the consecutive
step away from the injury (and vice versa). This type of behaviour had
not been expected but may represent increased leukocyte trafficking at
later time points. We were able to generate simulated cell trajectories
that display this type behaviour and computed the corresponding
transition matrix (Figure 3d).
Spatial dependence of leukocyte migration dynamics
We investigated the dependence of leukocyte migration behaviour on
the location of the cell in relation to the wound site. In our
experimental setup, the tail transection wound is approximately
orthogonal to the notochord in the embryo. We investigated how
the migration dynamics change depending on the distance of the cell
from the wound, that is, along the y axis (see Figure 1a for
orientation). We grouped leukocyte trajectories detected between
3 and 5.72 h.p.w. (T1) into four equal distance intervals from the
wound and computed the transition matrix and the correlation time
for each interval (S1, 0–155mm, S2 155–310mm, S3, 310–465mm and
S4, 465–620mm). We found that migration behaviour strongly
depends on the distance from the wound in all four groups
(Figure 4a). Leukocyte persistence, high probability along the
diagonal of the matrices, decreased with distance from the injury
(Figure 4a, S2–4). The correlation time also reflects this aspect of the
leukocyte dynamics and decreases with distance from wound
(Figure 4b). Note that, as seen in the temporal analysis, we observed
high levels of persistence in untreated and fish treated with p38
MAPK inhibitor, whereas treatment with DMSO and JNK inhibitor
resulted in lower overall persistence.
Leukocytes from the untreated, DMSO and JNK inhibitor treat-
ment groups had similar spatial dependencies (Figure 4a, rows 1–2
and 4). When treated with p38 MAPK inhibitor the spatially resolved
dynamics showed a different pattern (Figure 4a, third row). The
persistence decreased with distance and at distances S2–S4 (distance
between 155 and 620mm) we observed a higher probability for
movement towards the injury. This bias was increased, whereas the
level of persistence was decreased, for cells further away from the
injury site. Inhibiting p38 MAPK leads therefore to biased and
persistent migration behaviour (biased PRW Figures 2b and c), with
both bias and persistence depending on the distance to the wound.
Figure 4 The level of persistence in the migration of leukocytes is spatially dependent. Transition matrices as heat maps for the four treatment groups.
Trajectories detected between 3 and 7 h.p.w. were divided into four equally distributed spatial clusters S1—S4 according to the distance from the injury,
(see legend) and the transition matrices plotted (a). Average correlation time at each cluster (circles) with its bootstrap confidence interval of the mean
(error bars) (b).
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In general, we found that leukocytes observed at greater distances from
the injury site (distance 4465mm) displayed BM type random walk
across all groups (Figure 4a, fourth column and Figures 2b and c).
Spatio-temporal leukocyte migration patterns
We studied the combined influence of time since injury (temporal)
and distance from injury (spatial) on the level of persistence of the
leukocyte. We grouped the leukocyte trajectories into four temporal
clusters (T1–T4), each of these was then split into 4 spatial clusters
(S1–S4), resulting in 16 spatio-temporal clusters. For each cluster, we
computed the correlation time as a measure of the level of persistence
(Figure 5) for each treatment group.
Untreated and p38 MAPK inhibitor-treated leukocytes showed a
clear spatio-temporal dependency in their correlation time: the
strength of persistence decreased with increasing distance from the
injury (from S1 to S4) and increasing time after injury (from T1 to T4;
Figures 5a and c). The correlation time in untreated leukocytes
rapidly decreased close to the injury (S1–S2) and shortly after
the injury (T2). Inhibiting p38 MAPK slowed this effect considerably
and, for example, at T4 (411h.p.w.) leukocytes had a correlation
time of 36 s at the injury site (53% decrease from T1; Figure 5a)
compared with 18 s (73% decrease from T1) in the untreated group
(Figure 5c).
Inhibiting JNK or treating with DMSO alone also reduces correla-
tion times, and for early time points after injury (T1) we observe a
pronounced spatial dependency with a decrease in the correlation
time as we move further away from the wound with increasing
distance from the injury (from S1 to S4; Figures 5b and d), as
mentioned before (Figure 4b). This spatial dependence was lost at
later time points (T2–T4).
DISCUSSION
The development of highly sophisticated live-imaging facilities
enables us to collect high-quality cell migration data in live zebrafish
embryos. These data are often rich in detail and behaviour, but this
also makes them challenging subjects for analysis and statistical
investigations. Here, we have aimed to capture the spatio-temporal
dependence of leukocyte migration in response to wounding using
transgenic zebrafish known to express enhanced green fluorescent
protein (EGFP) in myeloid cells from 16hpf into adulthood.30 We
believe that the new tool of transition matrices—which capture the
change in directionality of a migrating cell/particle—afford a more
nuanced description of such processes than previously used statistical
measures, such as velocity or straightness index. On the one hand this
is not surprising as our statistics are multi-dimensional (n n in n
different intervals of angles are considered); but on the other hand,
especially when interpreted in light of the ‘dictionaries’ (presented in
Figure 2) of simulated trajectories, these matrices can be directly
linked to certain modes of chemotaxis. Crucially, this methodology
enabled us not only to distinguish between the previously described
types of random walk but also revealed new unpredicted migration
patterns.
We can therefore interpret cell migration patterns, their change
over time and space, and their dependence on molecular mechanisms
in a more straightforward way. And the comparison between real data
and our dictionaries has enabled us to detect nuances in the
migratory behaviour of leukocytes that had hitherto not been
observed. The new types of migration behaviour—forward and
backward—is not commensurate with any of the classical random
walk behaviour hypotheses,4,12 but seems to dominate cell migration
at later time points in untreated fish. This forward–backward motion
is furthermore biased in the direction perpendicular to the wound in
some instances: notably at distances far from the wound in untreated
fish, and it is especially pronounced at intermediate and later time
points for fish in which JNK is inhibited. Such a dependence is lost if
simpler statistical measures, such as the straightness index, are used.
The transition matrices offer a convenient and self-explanatory
representation of many aspects of cell migration behaviour and how
this is affected by different factors. Here, we have used them to test for
consistency between hypothetical/theoretical models of random walk
behaviour and actual in vivo observations of leukocyte migration; and
we have been able to propose new models of random walk behaviour
that are in better agreement with the observed behaviour under some
Figure 5 The correlation time of migrating leukocyte is spatio-temporal
dependent and was modified by DMSO and MAPK inhibitors. The
correlation time is plotted as a function of the distance from injury and the
time post injury for the four treatment groups untreated (a), þDMSO (b),
þSB203580 (c) and þSP600125 (d). The surfaces represent the
interpolation of the measurements, where red is the longest and blue the
shortest correlation time.
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conditions, when the cell migration clearly deviates from classical,
biased, persistent or biased persistent walks.
Computing conventional statistics, such as velocity and straightness
index and so on, would have failed to detect this nuanced behaviour,
which becomes so apparent in the transition matrices. However, these
matrices also only become truly useful with the aid of dictionaries (or
comparison with numerical simulations). This increased level of
detail, however, also comes at a price: we observe pronounced
spatio-temporal dependence of the transition matrices, and thus infer
concomitant changes in the migratory behaviour of cells, which need
to be considered: heterogeneity between cells is to some extent a
function of time since and distance to the wound, it appears. This has
thus far not received the level of attention it deserves in light of our
findings.
This heterogeneity (and the way in which leukocytes respond to
wound injury) can be tempered by selectively inhibiting signalling
proteins in the zebrafish embryos. Here, we have focussed on DMSO,
and inhibitors of the p38 MAPK and JNK MAPK signalling proteins,
to exemplify how this approach allows us to connect molecular
processes and migration phenotypes. However, our approach can
more generally be used to study any kind of cell migration data,
collected under diverse experimental conditions.
DMSO has previously been reported to have anti-inflammatory
effects.31,32 We show that DMSO mainly influences the mode of cell
migration: when compared with untreated zebrafish it strongly
decreases the level of persistence at early time points after
wounding, which is not restored at later time points so the
observed temporal dependencies in untreated zebrafish are ablated.
This finding is important as DMSO is commonly used as a solvent in
drug screens, including zebrafish inflammation screens. To image the
embryos over time it is necessary to anesthetize them to prevent
movement that affects image acquisition. It must be noted that the
anaesthetic may also have an effect on leukocyte migration behaviour.
The MAPK pathways are important mediators of cellular responses
to inflammatory signals including leukocyte migration behaviour; p38
MAPK as well as regulating the production of inflammatory
mediators regulates the effector function of leukocytes by controlling
their migration in response to inflammatory stimuli.33,34 A much
studied but still little understood anti-inflammatory component is the
p38 inhibitor SB203580. Many in vitro studies, as well as studies on
cell cultures, show that inhibiting p38 results in a decreased
straightness index, velocity and recruitment of cell numbers under
acute injury and/or when stimulated with LPS.35–42 However, some
studies report contradictory effects.22,43 The use of p38 inhibitors in
clinical trials did also not fully confirm the anti-inflammatory
behaviour. Although the actual role of p38 during inflammation, or
more specific on leukocyte recruitment and migration is not resolved,
we can summarize that p38 regulates inflammation in a complex way
and appears to act on multiple levels. Our results contribute to
previously reported studies by demonstrating that inhibiting p38
leads to an increased persistence in cell motion, which extends into a
larger area of the fish tail. The persistence decreases more slowly over
time after wounding compared with untreated zebrafish. This suggests
that an inflammatory reaction is influenced by a multitude of factors
and any analysis should evaluate all possible aspects of cell migration.
Furthermore, it is important to note that when inhibiting p38 with
SB203580 the zebrafish is also treated with DMSO, which when
applied on its own had the opposite effect. The combinatorial effect of
two components on inflammation can result in more complex
behaviour than just the additive effects, as recently reported by
Small et al.44
The JNK inhibitor SP600125 had a minimal effect on cell migration
compared with the DMSO control. The JNK inhibitor removed the
novel forward–backward movement pattern observed in the untreated
and DMSO groups but otherwise had no observable effect when
compared with the control. DMSO treatment results in a strong
decrease of persistence compared with untreated zebrafish. Several JNK
substrates are known to impact actin regulation and cytoskeleton
remodelling, including MAP1B, MAPA2, DCS and SCG10, they are
likely to have an important role during inflammation and cell
migration processes; however, our analysis did not reveal JNK inhibi-
tion to have a marked effect on cell migration behaviour.18,38,45–48
To understand the impact of the specific molecules on the cell
migratory behaviour more detailed and comprehensive (multifactorial)
inhibitor studies will be necessary. The platform we present here will
help to complete such studies.
In conclusion, this work serves to demonstrate the uses and
potential insights to be gained from considering transition matrices
as descriptions of random walks. Although they are staple methods in
the simulation of random walks (and a plethora of other stochastic)
phenomena, this is, to our knowledge, the first time that they have
been used in this inverse or reverse engineering capacity. This method
is more widely applicable than just to the analysis of leukocyte
migration. Visualizing the transition matrices has the additional
benefit of serving as a convenient way of exchanging ideas and
concepts between experimentalists and modellers and their use in
reverse engineering tasks more generally seems equally promising.
Recent years have seen advances in connecting simulation studies
more directly and immediately to data49–54 to parameterize or infer
structures of mechanistic models (here, for example, signalling
pathways regulating the cell migratory behaviour).
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Zebrafish care and breeding
Tg(9.0spi1:EGFP)zdf11 (pu.1:EGFP) zebrafish30 were bred and maintained
according to the Animals (Scientific Procedures) Act 1986.
Tail transection and image acquisition
pu.1:EGFP zebrafish embryos (5dpf) were pretreated in system water only
(untreated) or system water containing either 0.002% (v/v) DMSO (vehicle
control), 20M SP600125 or 10M SB203580, both dissolved in DMSO (Sigma-
Aldrich, Dorset, UK), for 2 h at 28.5 1C. After 2 h, they were anesthetized in
0.6mM MS-222 (Tricaine methanesulfonate, Sigma-Aldrich) and the tail fin was
transacted using a sterile scalpel. The fish were then transferred to fresh
treatment media for 2 h 28.5 1C before transferral to 0.8% low-melt agarose
(Flowgen, Lichfield, UK) for time-lapse imaging experiments. Images were
captured using a Zeiss Axiovert 200 inverted microscope (Zeiss, Cambridge, UK)
controlled by the C-Imaging Simple-PCI acquisition software (Hamamatsu,
Sewickley, PA, USA) for up to 14h.p.w. The temperature was maintained at
28.5 1C throughout the experiment using a full incubation chamber with
temperature control. The time gap between two consecutive images was 18 s.
Image processing and data transformation
Imaging resulted in stacks of images with dark background and fluorescent
pu.1:EGFPþ þcells. The image processing was done in R using (package
EBImage55). An edge detection method was used to automatically extract the
information of the cells from the images. We used a manually set threshold of
the light intensity per image stack. Each detected cell was described as an object
with the coordinates of its geometrical centre describing the cell location and
the occurrence time (Figure 1a). A surface algorithm was used to track the cells
over time, which is based on the shortest distance of cells from two consecutive
images. Our time-lapse microscopy data were optimized in the experimental
setup, for example, 18 s time gap between two consecutive images, so that the
cell area from one time point to the next one overlapped, to reduce a typical
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tracking error described in Beltman et al.21 When two cells overlapped in the
same image (due to two di-mensional (2D) data), we stopped tracking them to
avoid wrong cell paths. We excluded all cell trajectories that included time
points in which the cell was located at the edge of the image. The images
contain the zebrafish tail with the whole injury and only those trajectories with
a distance to the injury of o650m were included. Only trajectories that
contain 440 time steps have been used for the analysis to improve the
reliability of our results. Data sets in which tissue deformation occurred during
acquisition were excluded from analysis. However, no minimum path length
was required as long as the cell was tracked over minimum 40 time steps. In
this way, it is also possible to observe possible resting cells. We produced bright
field and fluorescent images at each time point. Comparing/overlapping two
consecutive bright field images allowed us to detect shift and rotation due to
small movements of the zebrafish, which was used to correct the absolute
position of tracked cells. An overview about the analysed data is given in
Supplementary Materials Table 1.
Although the zebrafish tail has a depth of a few cell layers, we performed our
analysis in 2D for two reasons: (i) the majority of leukocytes that respond to
injury in this tissue region can be imaged in one focal plane (at  10
magnification) if the fin tissue is mounted flush with the plate (cells not in
focus were excluded from analysis), (ii) the acquisition of 3D data leads to a
longer time gap between two consecutive images, which results in more
tracking errors and less information about the migration process.
To analyse the extracted image data more efficiently and to combine or
compare data from several movies, it was necessary to normalize them, for
example, the reorientation of the object positions in respect to the notochord
of the fish. This was achieved by using linear transformation. The transforma-
tion describes the rotation and shifting of the new coordinate bases in the way
that the blood flow describes the y axis and orthogonal to it the x axis, which
was located approximately parallel to the injury (Figures 1a and b). The
orientation was based on the bright field images. For the analysis only zebrafish
embryos with the wound approximately orthogonal to the notochord were
included. As the embryos were injured manually, we accepted small deviations
and assumed them to be orthogonal.
Statistical analysis and random walk models
The detailed description of the random walk models and their analysis is
present in Supporting Information. Simulation of the sample paths from the
models was done in R. The extracted leukocyte trajectories were split into
subtrajectories of 20 time steps. All analysis was performed on the subtrajec-
tories, to avoid effects due to different trajectory length. The velocity of the
trajectories has been computed using local polynomial regression. The
straightness index D was calculated as the coefficient of the shortest distance
between the start and end point of a trajectory and the actual length of the
trajectory. A straightness index close to 1 indicates a movement along a line.
Note that a straightness index close to zero does not necessarily imply that the
cell performs a random walk as described in Supplementary Equations 1–4. We
defined the correlation time t as the time when the average autocorrelation
function (over all trajectories) of b (angle between a motion vector and the
negative y axis) is zero. Bars are the 5 and 95% bootstrap confidence interval of
the mean. All statistics and graphics were generated in R. The analysis was here
performed in 2D. Simple statistics such as the straightness index and the
velocity can be computed analogously in 3D. To investigate the random walk
process, some adaptations are necessary. Although the mathematical extensions
to 3D are straightforward by using spherical coordinates, the visualization of
the results would lack the intuitive appeal compared with 2D.
The data were clustered depending on time after wounding (T1–T4) and
distance from the wound (S1–S4). The analysis was repeated with shifted
intervals to test for independence of the clustering scheme. An initial analysis
showed that the cell movement does not vary along the x direction (parallel to
the wound).
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